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Description of the Project

Open � Close Print

We want to find out whether a 21-year-old worker in Graz (Austria) and Siauliai 
(Lithuania) can afford a brand new Volkswagen Polo and where the conditions are better.

In order to find out, we will fill in a housekeeping calculation sheet which will help us 

throughout the project.

The sheet will include the person's monthly income, housekeeping costs (food, hygiene 

products, rent, heater, electricity, TV, internet etc), insurances, financing, and the 

monthly leasing payment for the VW Polo.

By subtracting total costs from person's income, we will get a discretionary income - an 

amont of money that a person has left after covering his expenses.

Then we will get information about the leasing of WV Polo with a period of 5 years in both 

Siauliai and Graz, and see if a 21-year-old can afford to pay the monthly payment. If not, 
we will calculate how much a person should earn in order to be able to cover the monthly 
payment.

Furthermore, we will go to a bank and get information about the savings account, in 

which the person would put money each month to save for the resudual value of the VW 
Polo after five years so that he or she could completely buy it from the leasing company.

We will also find out the conditions of getting a car credit (car loan) and get a preliminary 

car credit offer from a bank in both Graz and Siauliai.

Our goal is to compare leasing against car credit and Graz against Siauliai in terms of 
leasing and car credit conditions. We will do the calculations by using Mathematica and 
Math Desktop.
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payment.
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Can we Afford a VW Polo?

Open � Close Print

The Income of a Worker in Siaulia and 
in Graz

Open�Close

Graz, Austria

In Graz we first checked the Statistik des Bundeslandes Steiermark website. There we 

found it written that the average yearly net income of a worker in Graz area is  EUR 20325 
/ 70178.16 Lt which is paid 12 times per year, that is a sum of EUR 1693.75 / 5848.18 Lt 
per month.

Siauliai, Lithuania
In Siauliai we first checked the Siauliai Statistics Department website. There we found an 

average monthly gross and net income of a worker in Siauliai area in the first quarter of 
2009. Then we checked the Lithuanian Statistics Department page to make sure that the 
information was right. And it was.
According to the Statistics Department, the average monthly gross income of a worker in 

Siauliai area was EUR 553.98 / 1912.8 Lt and the average monthly net income was EUR 
433.68 / 1497.4 Lt. This gives a yearly net income of

EUR 5204.16 / 17968.92 Lt.

Sources:

http://siauliaitsv.stat.gov.lt - Siauliai Statistics Department
http://db1.stat.gov.lt - Lithuanian Statistics Department
http://www.statistik.steiermark.at/ - Statistik des Bundeslandes Steiermark
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Some Basic Calculations
You need to be a rich man

Open�Close

At first we found out the net-salary (brutto salary - taxes) of a young worker in Graz and 

Siauliai. An average salary in Graz and Siauliai can be found on the government statistics 

websites http://www.statistik.steiermark.at and http://siauliaitsv.stat.gov.lt, but this 

salary does not actually reflect the salary of a 21-year-old, so we will have to estimate it. In 
Graz the salary of a 21-year-old will be lower than the average, but in Siauliai the salary 
should be the same as the average, since employers prefer younger workers, because 
they have a bigger potential and are more familiar with new technologies in comparison to 
older people.

Secondly, we estimated the housekeeping costs. We wrote a reasonable value for 

housekeeping allowance, which includes food, hygiene products etc. A young person is 

likely to rent a cheaper flat, so we checked the local advertisements and wrote a monthly 

rent price for a cheaper apartment. We also estimated values for electricity, heater, 
which is not constant throughout the year since it is not cold all the time, and means of 
communication (TV, internet, mobile phone etc).

In the insurance section we only wrote a value for the car insurance, which included 

KASKO and the compulsory insurance. Other insurances are optional, not compulsory, 

so we decided that a young man who has little money and wants to save for a VW Polo is 
unlikely to pay extra money for optional insurances.

In financing section we did not write any values, because a young person is unlikely to 

have any financial agreements.

So, we added housekeeping costs, insurance and financing costs to get a total amount of 
expenditures.

We got a calculated a person's dicretionary income by subtracting expenditures from 

income.

Table 1: Housekeeping for 1 young person, Siauliai, Graz

Comparing income and costs Siauliai � Lt Graz � Lt Siauliai � EUR Graz � EUR
Amount income 1497.41 4661.28 433.68 1350.00

Amount house costs 1169.98 3262.90 338.85 945.00
Amount of insurances 279.57 863.20 80.97 250.00

Amount financing 0 0 0 0
Amount expenditures 1449.55 4126.10 419.82 1195.00

Discretionary income 47.86 535.18 13.86 155.00
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Comparing income and costs Siauliai � Lt Graz � Lt Siauliai � EUR Graz � EUR
Amount income 1497.41 4661.28 433.68 1350.00

Amount house costs 1169.98 3262.90 338.85 945.00
Amount of insurances 279.57 863.20 80.97 250.00

Amount financing 0 0 0 0
Amount expenditures 1449.55 4126.10 419.82 1195.00

Discretionary income 47.86 535.18 13.86 155.00

In Table 1 we can see the income and expenditures of a young person in both Siauliai and 

Graz. An average young person in Graz earns three times more than a young person in 
Siauliai. The amount expenditures of a young person in Graz is also around three times 
higher than those of a young person in Siauliai. It is obvious that an average young person 
in both Siauliai and Graz cannot afford a monthly payment for VW Polo which is EUR 
88.92 / 307.02 Lt in Graz and EUR 84.31 / 291.11 Lt in Siauliai, because their discretionary 
income is too low.

Table 2: How much should 1 young person earn.

Comparing income and costs Siauliai � Lt Graz � Lt Siauliai � EUR Graz � EUR
Amount income 1943.62 4786.06 562.91 1372.84

Amount house costs 1169.98 3262.90 338.85 945.00
Amount of insurances 191.42 863.20 55.44 250.00

Amount financing 0 0 0 0
Amount expenditures 1361.40 4126.10 394.29 1195.00

Discretionary income 582.21 659.97 168.62 177.84

In order to be able to afford a monthly leasing payment for a VW Polo, a young person 

should earn an amount of money which could cover his amount expenditures and twice 

the amount of monthly payment for VW Polo, so that a person would still have spare 

money in case of an emergency (eg. illness). As we can see from Table 2, a young person 

could afford a VW Polo if his income was EUR 562.91 / 1943.62 Lt in Siauliai and EUR 
1386.14 / 4786.06 Lt in Graz.

In Siauliai, a person's income lacks EUR 129.23 / 446.21 Lt, while in Graz a young person 
only lacks EUR 36.14 / 124.78 Lt.
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Negotiations with Dealers and Banks
Lithuania, Austria

Open � Close Print

What is better:  Leasing Contract or 
Car Credit ?

Open�Close

Advantages                   of    Car       Leasing

è   Lower Monthly Payments
A person only pays for the portion of the car that he actually uses, so the monthly 
payments are lower than for a loan for the same car and for the same period.

è   Ability to change cars more ofter
With car leasing, there is an ability not to pay the residual value at the end of the leasing 
period and give the car back to the leasing company. Then, a person can choose another 
car and start paying leasing for it, so with car leasing a person can drive a new vehicle 
every five years (our project period is 5 years).  

è   Down-payment not necessary
Car leasing usually requires little or no down-payment, which makes getting a new car 
more affordable and makes a person able to spend money for other things. However, a 
person can choose to make a down-payment, or trade in his old vehicle, to lower the 
monthly payment for the leasing.

è   Fewer Maintenance Troubles
Most people like to lease the car for a term that is the same as the length of the 
manufacturer's warranty, so that if something goes wrong with the car, the repairs are 
always covered.

è   No troubles selling your used car
With car leasing, the problems of selling a used car are eliminated. When your leasing 
period ends, you simply give it back to the leasing company, unless you decide to buy it by 
paying the residual value.

è   An example: LEASING 

monthly payment (no insurance taken into account) for 5 years for a VW Polo Trendline 
1.2 l, Petrol, 44 kW, 5 gears manual, 2 doors:

Leasing Payment / Month          Graz:    95.57 EUR     /      329.98 Lt

Leasing Payment  / Month     Siauliai:   84.31 EUR     /       291.11 Lt
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Advantages                   of    Car       Credit

è   Regular payments
With car credit, one has to pay regular fixed monthly payments till the whole loan is payed 
back. One does not need to save for a big residual value to buy the whole car, this is 
particularly useful is if a person has troubles saving the money.

è   Credit score
With car credit, if one manages to honestly and without delays pay all the monthly 
payments for the loan, a person's credit score in a bank is increased and the person will be 
able to get a loan with better conditions (such as lower interest rate) the next time.

è   Big down-payment = smaller interest rate
With car credit, if a person pays a big down-payment, bank's risk is reduced because by 
making a big down-payment a person owes less money to the bank. Thus the bank gives 
better interest rates.

è   More flexibility with a deposit
A person to some extent can choose what the bank will take away from him if he fails to 
pay back the loan.

è   Sponsor
If a person, who wants to take a loan for a car, does not own any property that he could 
offer the bank as a deposit, a person can find a sponsor who would continue paying back 
the loan in case the person fails to pay it back.

è   An example: CAR CREDIT
monthly payment (no insurance taken into account) for 5 years for a  VW Polo Trendline 
1.2 l, Petrol, 44 kW, 5 gears manual, 2 doors:
Graz: 230.37 Eur / 795.42 Lt
Siauliai: 200.58 Eur / 692.56 Lt

Loan Payment / Month            Graz:    230.37 EUR     /      795.42 Lt

Loan Payment / Month         Siauliai:   200.58 EUR     /       692.56 Lt

Pictures from the Visits

Open�Close
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Siauliai

Picture 1: Visiting a VW dealership in Siauliai

Picture 2: Talking to a VW dealership manager in 
Siauliai

Picture 3: Visiting SWEDBANK in Siauliai
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Picture 3: Visiting SWEDBANK in Siauliai

Graz

Picture 1: Visiting the VW-trader

Picture 2: Visiting the Bank
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Picture 2: Visiting the Bank

Calculations: Leasing Contracts, Credits
Lithuania, Austria

Open � Close Print

Our Palette

Open�Close

We created our own palette which we found to be a very useful tool in financial 

mathematics. It has three main functions: calculating Compound Interest, Future value 
and Present value. By using this palette, we only needed to insert the known values in a 

chosen formula, without having to type the whole formula. This saves time and eliminates 
the possibility of typing mistakes, which is really useful.

Financial mathematics is a very popular and important subject nowadays, so in our opinion 
this palette or a similar one with financial formulas should be included in the upcoming 
versions of M@th Desktop. This would definitely increase the usefulness of M@th Desktop.

This is how our palette looks like:
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Compound Int

FV = PV H1 + rLn

Input @

Clear@PV, FV, r, nD;

FV = �;

PV = �;

r = �; H* interest per period *L
n = �; H* periods *L

var = MDEnterVar@�D; H*Enter var*L

MDRealOnly@NSolve@ FV == PV H1 + rLn, varD D
Future Val
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FV = P
H1 + rLn - 1

r

Input @

Clear@PV, FV, r, P, nD;

FV = �;

P = �; H* payment *L
r = �; H* interest per period *L
n = �; H* periods *L
var = MDEnterVar@�D; H*Enter var*L

MDRealOnlyBNSolveB FV == P *
H1 + rLn - 1

r
, varF F

Present Val

PV = P
H1 + rLn - 1

r * H1 + rLn

Input @

Clear@PV, FV, r, P, nD;

PV = �;

P = �; H* payment *L
r = �; H* interest per period *L
n = �; H* periods *L
var = MDEnterVar@�D; H*Enter var*L

MDRealOnlyBNSolveB PV == P *
H1 + rLn - 1

r * H1 + rLn
, varF F

Our VW Polo Trendline Model

Open�Close

VW POLO TRENDLINE

Petrol / 1.2l / 44 kW / 5 gears / 2-doors 

Austria
Manufacturer's suggested retail price   44 960 Lt     12 990  EUR

Lithuania

Manufacturer's suggested retail price   37 062 Lt     10 734 EUR
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Leasing Data from Siauliai 
(LT)

Open�Close

Leasing = 2998.3 EUR (Down-Payment)

+ 84.31 EUR (Monthly Payment, 60 times)

+ 3458.64 EUR (Residual Value)

We will calculate the Complete Present Value, Annual Percentage Rate (APR), Monthly 
Payment for the Residual Value (Savings account) and the Real Payments per month 
including Insurances.

Our data:

Manufacturer's suggested retail price: 10734 EUR

Base cap cost :       9661 EUR

Term of lease:         60 months in advance

Down payment:    2998.3 EUR

Residual value:        3458.64 EUR 

Lease: 84.31 monthly

Annual Percentage Rate (APR)
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Input @

® FV ;

Clear@n, P, PV, rD;

n = 60; H* periods *L
P = 84.31; H* payment *L
PV = 9661;

r12 = r �. FindRootB 9661 � 2998.3 + 3458.64 � H1 + rL5*12 +

84.31 H1 + rL *
H1 + rL5*12 - 1

r * H1 + rL5*12
, 8r, 0.01<F

0.00606103

Input @

Clear@iD;

r = r12;

i1 = Ii �. FindRootA H1 + iL1 == H1 + rL12, 8 i, 0.01 < EM
0.0752066

Answer: The annual percentage rate in Siauliai is about 7.5%.

Loan for the Residual Value  3458.64 EUR 

Input @

Clear@FV, P, r, nD;

r = 0.077 � 12; H* interest per period *L
n = 5 * 12; H* periods *L
P = �; H* payment *L
FV = 3458.64;

var = MDEnterVar@PD; H*Enter var*L

result1 =

var �. MDRealOnlyBNSolveB FV == P H1 + rL *
H1 + rLn - 1

r
, varF F @@1,

1DD
47.1378190470961
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Answer: The monthly payment for the residual value equals 47.14 EUR. Installing this 
amount to our savings account each month will give us the residual value after 5 years.

The   R E A L    C O S T S      . . . 

The monthly payment for the VW Polo leasing is about  84 EUR, which does not seem 
so high.

But the payments for the residual value, compulsory insurance and KASKO insurance 
more than double the monthly payment !!!

Input @
84.31 H* EUR for the lease *L +

55.44H* EUR for compulsory and KASKO insurances *L
139.75

Answer: If you want to return the car back to the dealer after 5 years, your monthly 
payment is about 140 EUR.

 

Input @

84.31 H* EUR for the lease*L +

47.14 H* EUR for the residual value *L +

55.44H* EUR for compulsory and KASKO insurances *L
186.89

Answer: If want to take the car at the end of 5 years, your monthly payment is about 190 
EUR.

Leasing Data from Graz (AT)

Open�Close

Leasing      =        3500 EUR     ( Now, Down Payment ) 

+   90 EUR     ( Monthly Payment, 60 times) 
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+   90 EUR     ( Monthly Payment, 60 times) 

+   4185 EUR    (Residual Value, after 5 years)

We will calculate the Annual Percentage Rate (APR), Monthly Payment for the Residual 
Value (Savings account) and the Real Payments per month including Insurances.

Our data:

Manufacturer's suggested retail price: 12 990 EUR

Base cap cost :       11 691 EUR

Term of lease:         60 months in advance

Down payment:    3 507 EUR

Residual value:        4 185 EUR 

Lease: 88.92 monthly

Annual Percentage Rate (APR)

Input @

® FV ;

Clear@n, P, PV, rD;

n = 5 * 12; H* periods *L
P = 88.92; H* payment *L
PV = 11 691;

r12 = r �. FindRootB

PV � 3507 + residualValue � H1 + rL5*12 + P H1 + rL *
H1 + rLn - 1

r * H1 + rLn
,

8r, 0.01<F

0.00359164

Input @

Clear@iD;
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Input @

r = r12;

i1 = Ii �. FindRootA H1 + iL1 == H1 + rL12, 8 i, 0.01 < EM
0.0439613

Answer: The annual percentage rate in Graz is about 4.4%.

 

 

Loan for the Residual Value  4 185 EUR 

r = 4.375 % is the interest rate offered by the bank for a savings account for the residual 

value 4185 EUR.

How much is the monthly payment P in advance for this loan?

Input @

Clear@FV, P, r, nD;

r = 0.04375 � 12; H* interest per period *L
n = 5 * 12; H* periods *L
P = �; H* payment *L
FV = 4185;

var = MDEnterVar@PD; H*Enter var*L

result1 =

var �. MDRealOnlyBNSolveB FV == P H1 + rL *
H1 + rLn - 1

r
, varF F @@1,

1DD
62.2984

Answer: The monthly payment for the residual value equals 62.3 EUR. Installing this 
amount to our savings account each month will give us the residual value after 5 years.

 

 

The   R E A L    C O S T S      . . . 

The monthly payment for the VW Polo leasing is about  89 EUR, which does not seem 
so high.

But the payments for the residual value, compulsory insurance and KASKO insurance 
more than double the monthly payment !!!
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The monthly payment for the VW Polo leasing is about  89 EUR, which does not seem 
so high.

But the payments for the residual value, compulsory insurance and KASKO insurance 
more than double the monthly payment !!!

 

Input @
88.92 H* EUR for the lease *L +

62.98H* EUR for KASKO *L
151.9

Answer: If you want to return the car back to the dealer after 5 years, your monthly 
payment is about 150 EUR.

 

Input @

88.92 H* EUR for the lease *L +

62.3 H* EUR for the residual value *L +

62.98H* EUR for KASKO *L
214.2

Answer: If want to take the car at the end of 5 years, your monthly payment is about 210 
EUR.

Loan Data from Siauliai 
(LT)

Open�Close

Annual interest rate:     8.9% (negotiable)

Loan amount:                9661 EUR

Total extra costs :     96.69 EUR

Monthly Payment:        200.58 EUR

Period:                                    60 months

Average Percentage Rate:  9%

1. Checking the Monthly Payment

We calculate the monthly payment including extra costs, e.g. bank fees. Bank 
calculates payments monthly, not quaterly, so there is no need to change the number 
of periods.

Input @ r = 0.089 � 12

0.00741667

Input @
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Input @

Clear@PV, P, r, nD;

r = 0.007416666666666666`; H* interest per period *L
n = 60; H* periods *L
P = �; H* payment *L
PV = 96.61 + 200.58 *

H1 + rLn - 1

r * H1 + rLn
;

var = MDEnterVar@PD; H*Enter var*L

result1 =

var �. MDRealOnlyBNSolveB PV == P *
H1 + rLn - 1

r * H1 + rLn
, varF F @@1, 1DD

202.5807791610491

Answer: There is a difference of 2 EUR between our calculated and "official" monthly 
payments.

This is because we included the bank fee, 96.61 EUR, which is only paid once, into the 
monthly payment for the loan.

2. Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for the Loan

We will calculate and check the APR of the loan.

Input @

Clear@n, FV, PV, rD;

n = 60; H* Periode *L
FV = 200.58 *

H1 + rLn - 1

r
;

PV = 9661;

r = Hr �. FindRoot@ FV � PV H1 + rLn, 8 r, 0.01 <D L
0.00750596

Input @ r 12

0.0900715

Answer: We can confirm the APR on the loan data. It equals 9%.

Note: The offical interest rate for the loan equals 8.9%. 

This small difference is explained by the fact that bank compounds monthly and takes a 
fee which is 1% of the amount of loan.
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Answer: We can confirm the APR on the loan data. It equals 9%.

Note: The offical interest rate for the loan equals 8.9%. 

This small difference is explained by the fact that bank compounds monthly and takes a 
fee which is 1% of the amount of loan.

Loan Data from Graz (AT)

Open�Close

Annual interest rate:    4.375%

Loan amount:               11 691 EUR

Total extra costs :    513.78 EUR

Monthly Payment:       230.37 EUR

Period:                                   60 months

Average Percentage Rate: 6.7%

 

1. Checking the Monthly Payment

We calculate with a quarter year interest rate to get a better result, because the bank 
do it also.

Input @ r4 = 0.04375 � 4

0.0109375

Input @

Clear@PV, P, r, nD;

r = r4; H* interest per period *L
n = 5 * 4; H* periods *L
P = �; H* payment *L
PV = 11 691 +513.78 + 10 *

H1 + rLn - 1

r * H1 + rLn
;

var = MDEnterVar@PD; H*Enter var*L

result1 =

var �. MDRealOnlyBNSolveB PV == P *
H1 + rLn - 1

r * H1 + rLn
, varF F @@1, 1DD

692.733

Input @ result1 � 3

230.911

Input @ Differenz = 230.37 - result1 � 3
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-0.541125

The first reason for the difference is explained by our 30 / 360 model. 

The second reason is that we compound like the bank quarterly but we do not account 
for the interests within a quarter year. 

 

Note: We account for the interest within a quarter year.

Input @

® Pure Solve ;

Clear@RD;

MDRealOnlyB
SolveB: 692.7333735794034` == R 1 + 0.04375 *

60

360
+ R

1 + 0.04375 *
30

360
+ R, � == � >, 8 R < FF

88R ® 230.072<<
Input @ Differenz = 230.37 - 230.07231919606545`

0.297681

This is our best result. The only difference is that the bank calculates linearly within a 
year and we compound it.

2. Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for the Loan

We will calculate and check the APR of the loan.

Input @

Clear@n, FV, PV, rD;

n = 5 ´ 12; H* Periode *L
FV = 230.37 *

H1 + rLn - 1

r
;

PV = 11 691;

r12 = Hr �. FindRoot@ FV � PV H1 + rLn, 8 r, 0.01 <D L
0.00566299
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Input @ r12 12

0.0679559

Answer: We can confirm the APR on the loan data. It equals 6.7%.

Note: The offical interest rate for the loan equals 4.375%. 

The difference is explained by the additional fees and the 10 Euro fee paid quaterly.

Result and Summary

Open � Close Print

Comparing the Leasing 
Lithuania - Austria

Open�Close

We compare the leasing contracts of Graz and Siaulai.

 

Monthly Leasing Payment in Siaulai: 186.89 EUR

Monthly Leasing Payment in Graz: 214.20 EUR

 

Input @ PSiaulai = 186.89

186.89

Input @ PGraz = 214.2

214.2

Input @ PGraz - PSiaulai

27.31

Answer: You can see that our calculated Real Monthly Payments in Graz and Siaulai for 
the Leasing, which also contains KASKO and the monthly installments to the savings 
account for the residual value, is not the same. 

There's a difference of 27.31 EUR, which can be explained by a different interest rate, 
different insurance prices, different conditions of saving for a residual value and a 
different list price for the same car.
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Comparing the Loans contracts
Lithuania - Austria

Open�Close

We compare the loan contracts of Graz and Siaulai.

Monthly  Payment in Siaulai:   200.58 EUR
Monthly  Payment in Graz:   230.37 EUR

Input @ PSiaulai = 200.58

200.58

Input @ PGraz = 230.37

230.37

Input @ PGraz - PSiaulai

43.18

Answer: You can see that our calculated Monthly Payments for Graz and Siaulai for the 
Loan. There's a difference about 40 EUR, which can be explained by a different interest 
rate, different bank fees and a different list price for the same car.

Leasing Versus Loans
Lithuania - Austria

Open�Close

We compare our results for the monthly payments of the leasing contracts and the 
monthly payment of the loan contracts. 

Austria
monthly payment of the loan 230.37 EUR
monthly payment of the leasing contract 214.20 EUR

Input @ Ploan = 230.37

230.37

Input @ Pleasing = 214.20

214.2

Input @ Ploan - Pleasing

16.17
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You can see that our calculated monthly payment for the leasing contract is lower than 
the payment for the loan, even it contains the costs for the KASKO insurance. So you 
can say that leasing is cheaper as taking a loan.

Lithuania
monthly payment of the loan 200.58 EUR
monthly payment of the leasing contract 186.89 EUR

Input @ Ploan = 200.37

200.37

Input @ Pleasing = 186.89

186.89

Input @ Ploan - Pleasing

13.48

You can see that our calculated monthly payment for the leasing contract is lower than 
the payment for the loan, even it contains the costs for the KASKO insurance. Thus, 
leasing is a better choice, because it is cheaper.

Our Team

Open � Close Print

Participants

Open�Close

Benas Zurauskas
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Age: 17
Place of Birth: Vilnius, Lithuania  
School: Siauliai Didzdvaris Gymnasium
Strengths: speak 3 foreign languages, good with numbers
Weaknesses: over-achiever
Motto:            "Hard work beats talent if talent fails to work 

hard."
Hobbies: Basketball, business-simulations, cars, sudoku.

Philipp Grobelscheg

Age: 17
Place of Birth: Graz  
School: BHAK Grazbachgasse
Strengths: hard-working, relaxed
Weaknesses: impatient
Hobbies: cycling, photography, movies
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Our Experience with the 
Project

Open�Close

We started this project six months ago. We often got in touch mainly by using Skype. We 
also used Facebook and communicated by emails in order to discuss things and do our 
calculations.

For our project we had to visit VW dealerships and banks in Graz and Siauliai, which was 
a nice experience. We got acquainted with the subtleties of making a leasing contract, 
opening your savings account and getting a loan. Such experience will undoubtedly be 
very useful to us in our future.

 

We used programs Mathematica and M@th Desktop to prepare the project. By using 
them, we realized their potential and how useful they are in doing calculations and 
modelling real-life situations. Working with these programs increased our computational 
and computer-working skills.

We think that the topic suits us very well, since it involves cars and financial measures, as 
well as concerns young people. We learned a lot about financial mathematics by 
researching and doing analytical work.

 

We thank our teachers who were helpful, but we appreciate that they were not too helpful 
and made us think by ourselves.

To sum up, we can say that we had a great time and learned much as well.
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We thank our teachers who were helpful, but we appreciate that they were not too helpful 
and made us think by ourselves.

To sum up, we can say that we had a great time and learned much as well.
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